Purpose: The regularly incremented phase encoding-magnetic resonance fingerprinting (RIPE-MRF) method is introduced to limit the sensitivity of preclinical MRF assessments to pulsatile and respiratory motion artifacts. Methods: As compared to previously reported standard Cartesian-MRF methods (SC-MRF), the proposed RIPE-MRF method uses a modified Cartesian trajectory that varies the acquired phase-encoding line within each dynamic MRF dataset. Phantoms and mice were scanned without gating or triggering on a 7T preclinical MRI scanner using the RIPE-MRF and SC-MRF methods. In vitro phantom longitudinal relaxation time (T 1 ) and transverse relaxation time (T 2 ) measurements, as well as in vivo liver assessments of artifact-to-noise ratio (ANR) and MRF-based T 1 and T 2 mean and standard deviation, were compared between the two methods (n ¼ 5). Results: RIPE-MRF showed significant ANR reductions in regions of pulsatility (P < 0.005) and respiratory motion (P < 0.0005). RIPE-MRF also exhibited improved precision in T 1 and T 2 measurements in comparison to the SC-MRF method (P < 0.05). The RIPE-MRF and SC-MRF methods displayed similar mean T 1 and T 2 estimates (difference in mean values < 10%). Conclusion: These results show that the RIPE-MRF method can provide effective motion artifact suppression with minimal impact on T 1 and T 2 accuracy for in vivo small animal MRI studies.
INTRODUCTION
Quantitative preclinical MRI methods can be used to provide objective assessments of animal models of human disease for comparison with gold standard histological assessments (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Unfortunately, quantitative imaging in small animals can be challenging due to anesthetized respiration rates of 40 to 80 breaths per minute and heart rates of >200 beats per minute, causing blurring and ghosting artifacts that can result in quantification errors (4, 5, (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) . Unfortunately, prospective respiratory and/or cardiac gating to reduce the motion artifacts (9, (12) (13) (14) (15) may not be practical because it substantially can extend acquisition times (16) . Intubation and significant motion restriction (11, 17) also can help reduce motion artifacts but may cause increased mortality in animal models with advanced disease. As a result, preclinical respiratory and cardiovascular motion remain a significant challenge for accurate quantification in preclinical MRI studies.
MR fingerprinting (MRF) (18, 19 ) is a quantitative MRI framework that has demonstrated unique properties including insensitivity to patient movement (18) and respiratory motion in preclinical imaging studies (20) . However, this resistance to respiratory motion only was observed for low to moderate respiration rates. The same preclinical MRF study also showed that Cartesian MRF is susceptible to artifacts due to cardiac pulsatility. In this work, we propose the regularly incremented phase encoding (RIPE)-MRF methodology (21) for use on high field preclinical MRI scanners to suppress both respiratory and cardiac pulsatility motion artifacts. This new approach utilizes an incremented view ordering of the k-space phase encoding within a fully sampled Cartesian MRF trajectory to reduce the impact of motion on the MRF-based T 1 and T 2 maps. The intention of the RIPE-MRF view ordering is to add temporal incoherence to the motion artifacts using altered k-space trajectories similar to the temporal incoherence instituted in highly undersampled non-Cartesian MRF (22) (23) (24) (25) . Herein, we compare the quantitative and motionsuppression capabilities of this new RIPE-MRF technique to the previously described in vivo preclinical MRF methodology (20) .
METHODS

RIPE-MRF Encoding
For this study, two Cartesian MRF methods were implemented on a Bruker Biospec 7T MRI Scanner (Bruker Inc., Billerica, Massachusetts, USA). The previously described preclinical MRF method (20) will be referred to as standard Cartesian MRF (SC-MRF). The RIPE-MRF method is derived from the SC-MRF method but has modified the acquisition order of the phase-encoding lines, as shown in Figure 1 . The SC-MRF method (Fig. 1a) acquires the same phaseencoding line during each variable repetition time for an entire set of dynamic MRF images. After acquiring the entire set of MRF data for this single phase-encoding line, the phase-encoding line is incremented and another set of dynamic MRF data is acquired. This process is repeated for all phase-encoding lines, starting with the edge line of kspace and continuing in a sequential fashion. In contrast, the RIPE-MRF method (Fig. 1b) linearly increments the acquired k-space line for each repetition time throughout the entire set of dynamic MRF images. The result of this phase-encoding variation is a shuffled set of fully sampled Cartesian k-space time points that can be reordered to enable image reconstruction and quantification.
MRF Design and Quantification
Both the SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF acquisitions used a fast imaging with steady-state free precession imaging kernel (19, 20) with patterns of flip angles and repetition times based on the original MRF method ((18) and Supporting Fig. S1 ). Following the MRF acquisitions, all imaging data were exported to MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA) for analysis. Quantification was performed by matching the acquired MRF profiles on a pixel-by-pixel basis to a dictionary of simulated profiles from all logical combinations of longitudinal relaxation time (T 1 ) and transverse relaxation time (T 2 ). For each pixel, the maximum inner product between the acquired profile and the individual dictionary entry yielded the matched T 1 and T 2 values (26) . In addition, proton density (M 0 ) was estimated as a scale factor between the acquired data and simulated dictionary profile (18) . In vitro MRF experiments also were performed to compare the accuracy of the T 1 and T 2 estimates from SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF with conventional spin echo MRI assessments (details in online supporting information).
In Vivo RIPE-MRF
All studies were conducted according to protocols approved by the Case Western Reserve University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. In vivo single-slice axial liver scans of wild type female C57BL/6 mice (8-12 weeks of age, n ¼ 5) were acquired sequentially using both SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF methods, resulting in a set of T 1 , T 2 , and M 0 maps for each method. The order of the RIPE-MRF and SC-MRF scans was alternated between the animals to avoid potential bias due to the acquisition order (Supporting Fig. S2 ). Each mouse was scanned in two separate imaging sessions using two different levels of anesthesia to evaluate the impact of respiration and heart rate on the two MRF methods. For the first imaging session, respiration was maintained at 45 to 60 breaths per minute by adjusting the depth of isoflurane anesthesia (high anesthesia state). The animals underwent a second imaging session, with the respiration rate maintained at 80 to 100 breaths per minute (low anesthesia state). No gating or triggering was utilized so that it was possible to assess each method's baseline sensitivity to motion artifacts. Axial liver images were chosen to provide an MRF dataset with significant respiratory and pulsatile motion artifacts. Imaging parameters for the in vivo MRF studies were: 3 Â 3 cm field of view, 128 Â 128 matrix, and 1-mm slice thickness. The total imaging time for each mouse imaging session was 1.5 hours (45 minutes each for SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF).
We analyzed the SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF datasets to assess the effect of motion on the MRF signal evolution profiles. For this qualitative analysis, we utilized the magnitude of the signal at the center of k-space for the MRF datasets, which . The blue line is the phase-encoding line acquired during the second set of dynamic MRF images (second set of 1,024 k-space lines). The green line is the third set of acquired MRF phase-encoding lines. SC-MRF acquires the same phase-encoding line during each set of dynamic MRF images, whereas the RIPE-MRF strategy increments the acquired phaseencoding line during each set of dynamic MRF images to provide temporal incoherence for respiratory and pulsatile motion artifacts. RIPE-MRF, regularly incremented phase encoding-magnetic resonance fingerprinting; SC-MRF, standard Cartesian-magnetic resonance fingerprinting; PE, phase-encoding.
demonstrates both sensitivity to motion artifacts as well as limited noise levels in comparison to individual image voxels. An ideal dictionary profile was plotted with each acquired profile to illustrate the appearance of deviations due to motion. In addition, composite MRF images were generated by taking the complex sum of the reconstructed dynamic MRF images across the entire time domain to visualize the temporal coherence of the motion artifacts for the RIPE-MRF and SC-MRF methods (Supporting Fig. S3 ). In these composite images, incoherent noise should add destructively, whereas coherent signals will add constructively, highlighting any motion-artifact coherence through time.
Coherence of the motion artifacts was quantified by manually selecting three regions of interest (ROIs) in the background region of the composite images: 1) a region of pulsatility artifacts; 2) a region of respiratory motion artifacts; and 3) an overall artifact ROI with respiration and pulsatility artifacts. To ensure consistency, ROIs were selected to cover the entire background in the phaseencoding direction for the desired region (Supporting Fig.  S4 ). To measure the relative magnitude of motion artifacts, mean values for each of the artifact ROIs were divided by the mean of four separate ROIs, taken in background regions with minimal motion artifacts, to calculate an artifact-to-noise ratio (ANR) (27) . The ANR results from the RIPE-MRF and SC-MRF acquisitions then were compared using unpaired, two-tailed Student's t-test.
A similar ROI analysis also was performed on the in vivo MRF-based T 1 and T 2 maps. Two ROIs were selected within the liver to compare the impact of the motion artifacts on the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the measured T 1 and T 2 values: 1) an area impacted by pulsatility artifact, and 2) an area impacted by respiratory motion artifact. To ensure consistency of the ROIs selection, the ROI for pulsatile motion artifact was chosen in the liver directly anterior to the aorta, whereas the ROI for respiratory motion artifact was chosen to be lateral to the pulsatile motion area (Supporting Fig. S4 ). The mean T 1 and T 2 value, as well as the SD for these ROIs as a percent of the mean value within the ROI, were compared between corresponding areas from both methods using unpaired, two-tailed Student's t-test. MRF-based M 0 maps were analyzed separately in this study (Supporting Fig. S5 ) because M 0 is a scale factor, whereas T 1 and T 2 are matched parameters. For all experiments, statistical significance was set at P < 0.05.
RESULTS
In Vivo Studies
Representative MRF profiles from SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF, along with the dictionary profiles, are shown in Figure 2 for both the high and low anesthesia states. The SC-MRF profiles exhibit regular coherent deviations from the matched dictionary profiles. For the RIPE-MRF profiles, these deviations are more distributed over the MRF profile and manifest as noise-like spikes. The temporal distribution of these motion-induced variations is consistent between the two anesthesia states, but as expected is more frequent in the low anesthesia state.
ANR measurements from the ROI analysis of the in vivo composite MRF images (Supporting Fig. S3 ) are shown in Figure 3 . ANR from the RIPE-MRF scans was significantly reduced in all ROIs for both anesthesia states in comparison to SC-MRF (*P< 0.005). The ANR also was reduced for the low anesthesia state compared to the high anesthesia state, with significant differences seen between anesthesia states for SC-MRF in the respiration and overall motion artifact regions (*P< 0.005), as well as in the overall motion artifact region for RIPE-MRF (**P< 0.0005).
FIG. 2.
Comparison of MRF signal profiles. Signal intensity profiles from the center of k-space for the MRF datasets are shown, with the corresponding dictionary entry overlaid. Profiles from SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF for both the (a) high and (b) low anesthesia states highlight differences in the appearance of motion between the methods. SC-MRF profiles show coherent deviations due to motion, whereas the RIPE-MRF profiles exhibit noise-like deviations distributed more evenly throughout the profile. The frequency of these deviations is increased in the low anesthesia state (b), as expected.RIPE-MRF, regularly incremented phase encoding-magnetic resonance fingerprinting; SC-MRF, standard Cartesian-magnetic resonance fingerprinting.
Representative in vivo MRF-based T 1 and T 2 maps are shown in Figure 4 for both the high and low anesthesia states, with parameter ranges chosen for display purposes. Consistent with ANR results, the in vivo SC-MRF maps exhibited visible motion artifacts in the phase-encoding direction (blue and green arrows, Fig. 4) . In contrast, the in vivo RIPE-MRF maps show visibly reduced artifacts both within the liver and in the background regions of the MRF maps. The ROI analysis of the MRF maps (Fig. 5) demonstrated that the mean parametric estimates were similar for both methods. The only significant difference was in mean T 1 values in the region of respiration artifact between anesthesia levels for RIPE-MRF ( Fig. 5a ; *P < 0.05). The spatial SD in the parametric values as a percentage of the mean generally was reduced in the RIPE-MRF maps in comparison to SC-MRF, suggesting improved uniformity of the RIPE-MRF maps. In particular, RIPE-MRF exhibited significantly reduced variation in three out of four regions with pulsatility artifacts (Figs. 5c,d; *P < 0.05). The corresponding M 0 maps are presented in Supporting Figure S5 ; these demonstrate similar artifact patterns as the T 1 and T 2 maps.
Results of phantom studies showed significant differences between spin echo and both MRF methods. The MRF methods over-estimated the mean phantom T 1 values in comparison to conventional spin echo methods. In addition, the RIPE-MRF method showed small but significant reduction in mean T 2 values in comparison to both the SC-MRF and spin echo methods (Supporting Fig. S6 ).
DISCUSSION
Herein, we describe the RIPE-MRF scheme to suppress respiratory and pulsatile motion artifacts in preclinical MRF applications. The RIPE-MRF approach attempts to decrease the temporal coherence of motion artifacts by varying the acquired k-space line during the MRF acquisition (Fig. 1) . Linear increments in the phase-encoding line were added during the dynamic MRF acquisition, resulting in significant reductions in the coherence of motion artifacts (Figs. 2,3) (Supporting Fig. S3 ). The application of the modified view ordering to minimize the effect of motion artifacts previously has been used to improve image quality (28) (29) (30) (31) . The goal of this work was to utilize view ordering within the MRF framework to limit the impact of motion artifacts on the resulting quantitative maps. Subsequently, we show that this new RIPE-MRF trajectory provides a significant reduction in the coherence of motion artifacts, resulting in more precise in vivo T 1 and T 2 measurements (Figs. 4,5 ) compared to previously reported preclinical MRF methods (20) .
In vivo application of the RIPE-MRF methodology altered the temporal distribution of motion artifacts in the MRF profiles (Fig. 2) . Although the periodic, motion-induced deviations in the MRF profiles are coherent for SC-MRF, RIPE-MRF deviations are noise-like displacements that are more evenly distributed across the entire MRF signal evolution profile. ANR measurements (Fig. 3 ) and composite images (Supporting Fig. S3 ) show these differences in the image domain. The reordering of the k-space datasets with RIPE-MRF limited the temporal coherence of the motion artifacts and resulted in significantly reduced ANR. Importantly, these ANR reductions were consistent for both pulsatility and respiratory motion artifacts and for both high and low anesthesia states.
Motion-induced artifacts in the MRF signal evolution profiles also resulted in corresponding alterations in the MRF-based T 1 and T 2 maps. In vivo RIPE-MRF maps demonstrated a visible reduction in the appearance of motion artifacts in the liver compared to SC-MRF maps (Fig. 4) . The impact of adding temporal incoherence to the motion artifacts on MRF-based quantification was manifest through reduced variation in the hepatic T 1 and T 2 values, as measured by RIPE-MRF in both regions of respiration and pulsatility artifacts (Fig. 5) . Furthermore, RIPE-MRF resulted in improved precision for both levels of anesthesia, indicating that it is effective in improving quantification over a range of physiological states. Both MRF methods resulted in mean hepatic T 1 estimates consistent with previous reports (4, 17) . Liver T 2 estimates from both MRF methods were reduced in comparison to reported literature values (11, 17) . This T 2 underestimation also was observed for the MRF phantom results in comparison to conventional MRI techniques (Supporting Fig. S6 ). T2 underestimation partially may be ameliorated through corrections to B 0 and B 1 heterogeneities but was not further explored in this initial study.
The primary advantage of the RIPE-MRF method is eliminating the need for physiological gating and/or triggering to obtain artifact-free quantitative maps in small animal imaging. Prior preclinical studies have performed selfnavigation and/or motion correction (32) (33) (34) (35) , retrospectively identified corrupted data using monitoring systems (7, 36) , or triggered the acquisition during the quiescent period of motion (16, 37) . These methods reduce motion artifacts but also significantly increase scan time and/or require complex postprocessing. In contrast, RIPE-MRF provides a straightforward quantification process, utilizing   FIG. 3 . ANRs for SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF. An ROI analysis was used on composite MRF images to measure mean ANRs for each MRF acquisition. Three regions corresponding to predominantly pulsatile motion artifacts, predominantly respiratory motion artifacts, and an overall motion artifact were analyzed. Noise ROIs were selected from motion-free regions of the image background. The RIPE-MRF method exhibited significantly reduced ANR for both the high and low anesthesia states in the regions of pulsatility (**P < 0.0005, *P <.005, respectively), respiration (**P < 0.0005, **P < 0.0005, respectively), and overall (***P < 0.00005, **P < 0.0005, respectively) motion artifacts in comparison to SC-MRF. The high and low anesthesia states showed significant differences within a method in the area of overall motion artifact for both SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF (*P < 0.005, **P <.0005, respectively) and in SC-MRF in the area of respiration artifact (*P < 0.005).Anes, anesthesia; ANR, artifact-to-noise ratio; RIPE-MRF, regularly incremented phase encoding-magnetic resonance fingerprinting; ROI, region of interest; SC-MRF, standard Cartesian-magnetic resonance fingerprinting.
FIG. 4.
Representative T 1 (a) and T 2 (b) relaxation time maps of a healthy mouse liver. Example axial in vivo SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF maps, acquired sequentially in the same imaging session, are shown for both the high and low anesthesia states. Pervasive motion artifacts are seen in the phase-encoding direction of the SC-MRF maps. The green arrow highlights an area of predominantly pulsatile motion artifacts in the SC-MRF scan, whereas the blue arrow shows an area impacted by respiratory motion artifact. These artifacts are minimized in the RIPE-MRF maps, and the areas appear more homogeneous.RIPE-MRF, regularly incremented phase encoding-magnetic resonance fingerprinting; SC-MRF, standard Cartesian-magnetic resonance fingerprinting; T 1 , longitudinal relaxation time; T 2 , transverse relaxation time. values obtained from the SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF maps in regions of predominantly pulsatile and respiratory motion artifact (green and blue arrows, respectively, in Fig. 4) for both high and low anesthesia states. Statistically significant differences in T 1 relaxation time were seen between high and low anesthesia states in the area of respiration motion for RIPE-MRF (*P <.05). RIPE-MRF demonstrates more precise estimates of T 1 and T 2 , as measured by the reduction in the spatial SD of the measurements. For the RIPE-MRF assessments, the SD was significantly reduced in three out of four T 1 comparisons to SC-MRF (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.005) and one of the four comparisons in T2 (*P < 0.05). The low anesthesia state resulted in increased variation for all comparisons, but only the area of respiration artifact in T 2 was statistically significant for both SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF (***P < 0.0005, **P < 0.005, respectively).Anes, anesthesia; RIPE-MRF, regularly incremented phase encoding-magnetic resonance fingerprinting; SC-MRF, standard Cartesian-magnetic resonance fingerprinting; SD, standard deviation; T 1 , longitudinal relaxation time; T 2 , transverse relaxation time.
all available data with no restrictions. Additionally, the method is robust across a range of physiological motion rates, reducing the need for precise physiological controls (i.e., intubation). Higher variation in the MRF maps in the regions of high-frequency pulsatility artifacts indicate that the frequency of motion artifacts is an important factor in MRF trajectory design. For example, further reductions in motion artifacts may be needed to provide reliable MRF maps in regions with high-frequency/rapid motion (e.g., pulmonary/cardiac imaging). Therefore, future studies will be needed to investigate alternative view-ordering methods (e.g., random phase encoding) and/or gated MRF approaches to provide artifact-free MRF-based T 1 and T 2 maps (23) .
In this initial study, non-Cartesian trajectories were not explored as a potential form of motion suppression. Prior preclinical studies incorporating non-Cartesian trajectories, such as PROPELLER (2, 38) , spiral (16, 37, 39, 40) , and radial (41-43) k-space sampling, show promising motion artifact suppression. However, the resistance of nonCartesian MRF methods to motion must be balanced with additional error sources, such as eddy current-induced trajectory errors (44) and off-resonance artifacts prevalent on high-field preclinical MRI scanners (16) . From a practical perspective, non-Cartesian trajectories may be difficult or even impossible to implement on some preclinical MRI scanners. Further, this Cartesian RIPE-MRF approach may be useful for both preclinical and clinical MRF applications in combination with established parallel imaging strategies (45) . Regardless, future studies will be needed to thoroughly compare the relative motion artifact resistance of the Cartesian RIPE-MRF approach with non-Cartesian MRF trajectories.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have developed the motion artifactresistant RIPE-MRF method to provide reliable multiparametric quantification for preclinical MRF applications. In this initial implementation, incrementing the phase-encoding line during the dynamic MRF acquisition resulted in suppression of both pulsatility and respiratory motion artifacts in the in vivo MRF-based T 1 and T 2 relaxation time maps of mouse abdomens. This improved resistance to motion artifacts was achieved with no change in the MRF acquisition time, as well as with minimal impact on the accuracy of the T 1 and T 2 estimates. The RIPE-MRF method represents a shift in the preclinical quantitative imaging paradigm from attempting to reduce or eliminate motion artifacts in the underlying images to accepting the presence of motion artifacts but manipulating them so they are suppressed during quantification. Thus, the RIPE-MRF method serves as a foundation for free-breathing Cartesian MRF in rodents.
SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Additional supporting information can be found in the online version of this article. Fig. S1 . Schematic of MRF pulse sequence with TR and FA patterns. The top panel demonstrates the inversion preparation combined with variable flip angles and repetition times played out until FAn and TRn (n51,024). The slice gradient is unbalanced resulting in the dephasing needed to perform FISP imaging. This pattern is repeated for all lines of k-space changing the acquired phase encoding line based on the method implemented (SC-MRF or RIPE-MRF; Fig. 1 ). For each TR the phase encoding is perfectly balanced allowing for an arbitrary phase encoding order to be applied. Fig. S2 . Workflow of in vivo MRF experiments. Shown is the experimental work flow for two animals (out of 5 total) representing the two possible experimental designs. Three mice were imaged using the protocol demonstrated in Mouse 1 and two mice were imaged using the protocol for Mouse 2. The high anesthesia session was performed first to evaluate motion suppression in the presence of lower respiration and heart rates. Within this session the scan order was alternated to average out any physiological changes over the course of the experiment. Then 3 to 4 weeks later the low anesthesia state was imaged to analyze higher respiration and heart rates with the same alternation of the scan order. Total imaging time for each MRF acquisition was 45 minutes with the total scanning session being 1.5 hours (RIPE-MRF and SC-MRF). Fig. S3 . Composite MRF images for both SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF. Top and bottom rows are the same images; the top row is windowed to show anatomy, the bottom row is windowed to show artifacts. These composite MRF images were generated by calculating the magnitude of the complex sum of the dynamic MRF images in the time dimension. For these images, temporally coherent signals add constructively resulting in high signal magnitude whereas temporally incoherent signals will add destructively giving lower magnitude. SC-MRF shows high signal magnitude from artifact in the image background compared to RIPE-MRF indicating an element of incoherence being added to the artifact in the time domain when using the RIPE-MRF method. Some residual pulsatility artifacts are seen in the RIPE-MRF. Additionally, RIPE-MRF images appear to have less blurring. Fig. S4 . Shown are representative composite MRF images and MRF-based T 1 and T 2 maps to illustrate how ROIs were selected. For ANR measurements on the composite images (left column) ROIs were chosen to cover the entire phase encoding direction for the respiration artifact (blue), pulsatility artifact (green), and overall artifact (red) to analyze a similar number of pixels for each animal. T 1 and T 2 ROIs (middle and right column, respectively) show the presence of ROIs for respiration artifact (blue) and pulsatility artifact (green). Pulsatility was chosen anterior to the aorta and respiration was chosen laterally from the area of pulsatility to get consistently selected ROIs between animals. Fig. S5 . Representative M 0 maps from in vivo SC-MRF and RIPE-MRF acquisitions. These maps correspond to the T 1 and T 2 maps seen in Figure  4 . In this study, the MRF-based M 0 maps are estimated as a scale factor and are not matched like T 1 and T 2 . RIPE-MRF maps show distinct reductions in motion artifacts in comparison to SC-MRF similar to the T 1 and T 2 maps shown in Figure 4 . Fig. S6 . Phantom results from spin echo, SC-MRF, and RIPE-MRF. T 1 and T 2 maps show similar quantitative values between both MRF methods and reasonable agreement with spin echo. Error bars are shown as the standard deviation of the 5 mean T 1 and T 2 estimates obtained for each phantom in the in vitro repeatability study. MRF-based T 1 estimates are significantly higher than conventional MRI estimates while MRF-based T 2 estimates are under-estimated. The phantom results are more consistent between the two MRF methods. (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.005, ****P < 0.0005).
